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Have questions?

1 in 6
Roughly 1 in 6 people 
carry a genetic change 
that increases their risk for 
diseases that have medical 
interventions available* 

Request your Genetic 
Health Screen

Provide a saliva sample 
from the comfort of your 
home and ship it to lab

Obtain your results 
and review them 
with a genetic 
counselor

Understand a Genetic Health Screen 
to optimize health and well-being

If you enrolled in the Genomic Life program, you have access to one of 
the most significant medical advancements. The Genetic Health Screen 
provides trusted insights into your health and well-being.

This accurate (99%) medical-grade DNA test analyzes genes to identify 
a predisposition to developing hereditary cancers, such as colon or 
breast cancer, cardiovascular diseases, and other significant conditions.

The Genetic Health Screen is not a test that identifies or diagnoses the 
presence of cancer. It uncovers changes in a gene.

You take this simple screening at home. Once the lab receives the 
sample, the average turnaround time is 10-21 calendar days. 

A genetic counselor will review and explain the results. You will also 
receive a clinical action plan for you and your doctor. 

Knowing your genetics allows you to take preventive action to avoid disease 
or improve outcomes. The Genetic Health Screen empowers you to take 
control of your health.

Easy steps to get started

 

 
Access your screenings

New members: Go to member.genomiclife.com/platform to get started 
Current members: Log in to your account at member.genomiclife.com

 
Contact us for more information 
Phone: (844) 694-3666 Email: memberservices@genomiclife.com


